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Abstract
The effect of post-quench ageing in the P-phase on the transformation characteristics of
a set of Cu-Al-Ni alloys with Mn and B additions have been investigated by means of
D S c and X-Ray diffraction. The observed behaviour show different stages which
correspond to recovery of the order suppressed by quench and second phase
precipitation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cu-Al-Ni alloys are more stable at high temperatures than Cu-Zn-A1 alloys, raising the upper temperature
limit of operation for shape memory devices to about 200 O C [l].Furthermore, they are claimed to be less
prone to martensite stabilization. However, commercial use of Cu-Al-Ni has been strongly limited
because of grain coarsening and precipitation of the brittle y2 phase. A common way to improve it is to
replace partially AI content by Mn. Manganese remains in solution, increases the stability domain of the
p phase and hence allows heat treatments to be performed at lower betatising temperatures promoting the
martensite formation at lower quenching rates [l]. On the other hand, decreasing A1 content to below 14
wt% suppresses m precipitation but raises the transformation temperatures, while Mn lowers them
considerably. A fifth element such as Ti or B is usually added to assess grain refinement 121. The
resulting quinary alloys have significantly improved mechanical properties spreading over a wide
temperature range, but they are far more complex than ternary Cu-Al-Ni, and their ordering and ageing
behaviour, as well as the kinetics of the subsequent martensitic transformation, are largely unknown.
The results obtained until now concerning quenched Cu-Al-Ni-Mn-B [3]and Cu-Al-Ni-Mn-Ti [4] alloys
show that in most cases a quench from the P-stability region into martensite leads to overlaid suppression
of the transformation temperatures due to quenched disorder and martensite stabilization. Ordering and
removal of the martensite stabilization are attained upon ageing in P phase which occurs during cycling
itself, the first process being appreciably slower in kinetics than the last mentioned. Disorder and
martensite stabilization have opposite effects on the transformation temperatures of the first reverse
transformation after the quench, and the results show that the transformation temperature shifts due to
each of the competitive processes are very much dependent on the temperature from which the quench is
performed. It is also observed that Mn content strongly influences both ordering and stabilization
kinetics.
The transformation temperature measured after a quench is therefore not stable, but it evolves during
cycling and ageing. Post quench ageing treatments in P-phase below the ordering temperatures have the
effect of releasing quenching stresses, annealing out the excess of vacancies and ordering the material,
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but at ageing temperatures as high as 200 OC other processes leading to decomposition of the p-phase are
activated. Since decomposition proceeds through different paths depending on the alloy composition
[5,6], substitution of A1 by Mn will affect the ageing behaviour of Cu-AI-Ni alloys through both the
quench recovery and the decomposition path.
In the present work the effect of p-ageing on the martensitic transformation of several Cu-Al-Ni-Mn-B
alloys, Mn at% ranging between 0 and 4, is presented.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Four alloys with composition given in Table I were used. All the studied alloys have nominal As=lOOoC
and are fully in martensitic phase at room temperature. The previous heat treatment for all alloys
consisted of annealing at 800 OC for 20 min. followed by quenching in water at room temperature. The
samples were subsequently aged at different temperatures between 150 and 300 OC up to 5 hours. The
ageing was performed inside a D S c in the following way: the as quenched samples were cycled at a
temperature rate of 10 Kmin-l between room temperature and the ageing temperature, where they were
kept for increasing time, the forward and reverse transfor~nationwhich took place during cycling being
recorded.

TABLE I.- Composition (in at%) of the studied alloys.
alloy
1
2

Cu
70.2

AI
24.9

70.0

23.9

Ni

M 11

2.9
2.9

2.0
3.1

B
0.15
0.15

The structure of both the martensite and the p phases was analyzed using X-Ray diffraction in the asquenched and aged states. The P structure was also studied on cooling from 800 OC inside the X-Ray
chamber, and the phases present after 5 min. at several tenlperarures down to 200 OC were determined.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In a previous work [3] the behaviour of the studied alloys after direct quench from a range of quenching
temperatures into martensite was studied. It was shown that for the Mn containing alloys the first reverse
transformation after water quench from above 400 O C occurs at higher temperatures and it spreads over a
broader temperature range than the following ones, while on quenching from below this temperature the
first reverse transformation appears at lower temperatures than the following ones. On the other side, the
aHoy which does not contain Mn showed the first rcverse transforn~ationat lower temperatures than the
following ones for all quenching temperatures. The latter behaviour can be interpreted in terms of the
recovery upon P-ageing of quenched-in disorder, and in the case of the Mn containing alloys this
mechanism is overlapped to martensite stabilization occurred during the quench which shifts up the first
reverse transformation. Both the stabilization and the suppression shifts depend on the quenching
temperature, causing one or the other effect to predominate. The described behaviour can be seen in Fig.
1, which shows the difference between the peak temperatures of the first and second reverse
transformations as measured by D S c as a function bf the quenching temperature. It can be also observed
there that the stabilization shift is higher the higher the Mn content, indicating that Mn enhances
stabilization.
Figs. 2 to 5 show the reverse transformation peak tenlperacure shift relative to the as-quenched state and
the transformation hysteresis as a function of ageing time at different temperatures for alloys 1 to 4
respectively. According to the results of previous work, removal of the stabilization, which occurs in very
short ageing time, causes a former and sharp decrease of cransfornlation temperatures for Mn containing
alloys. The reverse transformation temperatures measured after slow cooling from 800 OC are also
indicated in the figures. This temperature is taken as ;I reference since no shifts between the first and

following reverse transformations are measured after slow cooling of none of the alloys, and both
ordering and defects annealing are almost complete after slow cooling.
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Fig. l.-Difference between the peak
temperatures of the first and second reverse
transformations as measured by D S c as a
function of the quenching temperature.
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Figs. 2 (left) and 3 (right).- Reverse transformation peak temperature shift relative to the as-quenched
state and the transformation hysteresis as a funetion of ageing time at different temperatures for alloys 1
(fig. 2) and 2 (fig. 3). The dotted lines indicate the reverse transformation temperatures measured after
slow cooling from 800 OC.
It can be observed in the figures that in all cases the transformation temperatures increase with ageing
time while the hysteresis width starts to increase after some time ageing at temperatures above 200 O C .
However, several stages of ageing can be distinguished:
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(i) For ageing temperatures below 200 OC all alloys show sn~allincrease of transformation temperatures
without overcoming that corresponding to slow cooling. The hysteresis remains constant.
(ii) For ageing above 200 O C and up to 1 hour ageing, a higher increase of transformation temperatures
together with an increase of hysteresis is observed in all cases.
(iii) For longer ageing time and temperatures above 250 O C , alloy 1 maintains the above behaviour but
distinctive features are observed for the other alloys: alloys 2 and 3 show, specially in the case of alloy 2,
the beginning of a decrease of the transformation temperatures and a higher increase of hysteresis. Also
both alloys show a decrease of about 20% in transformation enthalpy. Alloy 4, on its turn, shows
increase of the transformation temperatures and a marked increase in hysteresis, but the transformation
enthalpy does not change.
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Figs. 4 (left) and 5 (right).- Reverse transformation peak temperature shift relatlve to the as-quencnea
state and the transformation hysteresis as a function of ageing time at different temperatures for alloys 3
(fig. 4) and 4 (fig. 5). The dotted lines indicate the reverse trcinsforn~ationtemperatures measured after
slow cooling from 800 OC.
X-Ray diffraction revealed that all the studied alloys have 18R martensite structure at room temperature.
On cooling from the P-stability region the ordering reactions disordered -> B2 and B2 -> L21 were
observed for all alloys [3] and, in addition to the ordered P phase, a phase was detected in alloys 2, 3 and
4 below 550 OC,while y2 peaks were observed only in alloy 4 below 550 OC.Alloy 1 showed the peaks of
the ordered L21 P alone down to 200 OC.Specimens of all alloys aged in situ in the X-Ray chamber up to
2 hours at 300 O C did not show other phases than p at this lernperature, but severely aged (up to 15 hours)
samples of alloy 4 showed traces of y2 while alloy 2 showed some cc peaks. It is interesting to notice that
in both cases transformation from P to martensite took place even after this ageing time. Preliminary
TEM studies of quenched and aged samples have been also performed and they indicate that ~2
precipitates are already present in alloy 4 after 15 m i n . ageing at 300 O C , although their amount can be

not enough to be detected by X-Ray diffraction. Alloys 1 and 2, on its turn, show y2 precipitates after
prolonged ageing (about 20 hours) at 150-200 OC.
From the described results, the ageing stages can be interpreted as follows: recovery of second neighbors
order suppressed during the quench causes temperature increase in the first stage [7], while precipitation
of second phase particles is responsible for the latter srages of ageing [5,7,8]. A former decrease of
transformation temperatures observed by several authors upon ageing Cu-Al-Ni alloys [7,8], which they
attributed to first neighbor reorder, has not been observed in the present alloys. Precipitation starts in
stage (ii) causing a rise in hysteresis and becomes massive in stage (iii), although complete
decomposition of none of the alloys occurs up to the n~aximumageing time and temperatures attained in
this study. The nature of the precipitated phases is still to be co~llpletelyidentified for the different alloys,
but according to X-Ray diffraction results y2 seems to be likely formed in alloy 4, the richest in Al, which
is also consistent with the preliminary TEM results:y2 precipitation causes A1 depletion of the matrix and
consequently an increase of transformation temperatures [5,7]. The behaviour displayed by alloys 2 and 3
has been attributed in the literature [5,6] to bainite formation which lately becomes cr phase. This is also
in agreement with the presence of cr phase in overaged alloy 2, although occurrence of y2 precipitation
during ageing stage (ii) can not be disregarded according TEM results. It is interesting to notice that the
studied alloys show a quite good thermal resistance eve11 at 300 O C , the most stable behaviour upon
ageing being shown by alloy 1.
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